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Wertung
didaktischer Fragestellungen. Haag + Herchen Verlag, Frankfurt/M. n.d.
[1980.] xix, 635 pp. DM 68.00.

The present author joins Georg Bollenbeck (cf. our notice in IRSH, XXIV
(1979), p. 138) when analyzing proletarian autobiographies (which she,
for one, prefers to call Selbstdarstellungen). She not only analyzes most of
the autobiographies examined by Bollenbeck, but is alike inspired by
Luden Seve and arrives at roughly the same conclusions äs Bollenbeck. She
departs from the latter's approach, however, in that she compares these
proletarian autobiographies with eighteenth-century bourgeois ones, no-
tably those of H. Jung-Stilling, K. Ph. Moritz and Uli Bräker (which hardly
can be called bourgeois). The results of this comparison may be of interest to
analysts of literature and to psychologists, but hardly to social historians.

5eiter und Angestellte am Vorabend des Dritten
Reiches. Eine sozialpsychologische Untersuchung. Bearb. und hrsg.
von Wolf gang Bonß. Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, Stuttgart 1980. 315 pp.
DM 36.00.

This is a translation of an unpublished American manuscript called
"German Workers 1929: A Survey, its Methods and Results", which is
based on 584 sets of questionnaire responses rescued from Germany. The
questions had been devised, under the auspices of the Frankfort Institute of
Social Research, typically with the view of separating the "radical" sheep
from the "authoritarian" goats, allowance being made for a group of
"liberal" compromisers in between. One of Dr Fromm's interesting fmdings
is that the personality traits of Socialist and Communist respondents were
pretty much at variance with what they should have been in his view. Oddly
enough the functionaries turned out to be less authoritarian than the rank
and file, and the Communists less so than the Social Democrats. It is to be
regretted that the responses should hardly be broken down on blue/white-
collar lines.

GUTTSMAN, W. L. The German Social Democratic Party, 1875-1933. From
Ghetto to Government. George Allen & Unwin, London, Boston, Sydney
1981.x, 362 pp. £ 18.50.

Drawing upon a broad ränge of printed sources, Dr Guttsman sets out to
analyze the SPD, and its predecessors äs well, äs a mass party. He concen-
trates on structural relations rather than on factual developments, but then
he does not claim to have written a füll history of German Social Democ-
racy. Indeed there are some striking gaps, such äs the record of the SPD
during the First World War. On the other hand the author makes quite an
effort to throw the party's conduct into proper relief by focusing on its place
in German society at large, on the characteristics of its membership, and on
the relations between the party leadership and the rank and file. In partic-
ular he provides a good discussion of the cultural activities of the party and
of the role they played in party life.
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